Developing an Eye for Accuracy

Time for Accuracy
People say that ‘time is money’. Have you ever thought how much money
your organisation is losing because of mistakes? Mistakes inevitably lead to
wasted time. In fact where you have people processing information –
things like customer details, personnel information, sales, payments, policy
numbers or account references for example – typical error rates mean
you’re wasting around 20% of the working week simply making, finding
and correcting mistakes. Even apparently small initial error rates result
in a huge amount of wasted time because it takes so long to track
down mistakes and put things right.
So accuracy is worth its weight in gold. Or to put it another way, a
‘gram’ of accuracy is worth a ‘kilo’ of productivity! Training people
to read, check and transfer information accurately means your
operations become more efficient and productive.

A ‘gram’ of accuracy is worth a ‘kilo’ of productivity!

And here’s another thought...
Most people believe that to
Superconcentrate!
become more accurate you have
to work more slowly. In fact,
you need to be working at the
‘optimum speed for accuracy’,
which means working faster than
you might think. If you work slowly
your brain has spare capacity to be
distracted by things other than your task.
But if you are focused 100% on what you are doing and work at
a speed which forces your brain to really ‘superconcentrate’ you
will work both faster and more accurately. If you concentrate
totally on what you are doing and screen out distractions you
can typically work about 7% faster whilst also increasing accuracy.
The delegates who attend our Developing an
Eye for Accuracy in-house training course
are timed when they complete
exercises. We measure how fast and
how accurately they complete a task.
And we enable delegates to
experience the optimum speed for
accuracy for themselves by doing a
variety of fun and thought-provoking
timed exercises.

Developing an Eye for Accuracy is the unique data
accuracy skills training course which is proven to
reduce error rates by 50% and increase
processing speed by 7%. It saves money, boosts
productivity and motivates people to take a
pride in getting it right first time, every time.

So what are you waiting for?
It’s time for accuracy! On your marks,
get set... call 01638 723590
for your free demonstration.

Download your
free accuracy
information pack
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